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After fleeing an army of terrible monsters, Jacob Portman and his peculiar friends find themselves

lost at sea, but the only person who might be able to get them ashore safely, their illustrious

headmistress Miss Peregrine, is stuck in the form of a bird! Hoping to find a way to get Miss

Peregrine back to normal--or as normal as a peculiar can get--the children journey to London. But

no matter where they go, trouble lurks after them... Cassandra Jean's evocative visuals once again

work seamlessly with Hollow City's vintage photographs and Ransom Rigg's twisting fantasy

narrative to make for a wholly immersive reading experience for fans of the original novels, fans

graphic novels, and fans of reading great stories alike!
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Ransom Riggs,... what more an I say. I've read all the books, and now I'm reading all the graphic

novels. I can't seem to get enough of him, and his storyline. Looking forward to seeing the movie

that comes out this Friday, September 30th. I'm definitely a fan; can't wait to see what else he

comes up with.

Using in an educational setting and is great! This is a book that would not necessarily be chosen for

my students as it would be too hard for them to read. The graphic quality of the book allows them to

understand the content, gather inference from the pictures, and enjoy a series book. I bought the

whole set and keep it in my classroom.



I have an interesting relationship with the Peculiar Children series. when I read the first novel it was

because I had read its graphic novel adaptation first, due to it grabbing my attention as a comic

book reader. After reading it I loved it so much that I had to read the source material as most novels

that get the comic book treatment usually turn out so poor (especially ones of the young adult

variety). After reading both I grew to love this series in general and wished to purchase the next

entry in the series. When Hollow City came out I enjoyed it but was left wondering when the graphic

novel version would be coming, while it took longer than I would have wanted its finally here. I'm

happy to say that it lives up to the quality of the first graphic novel and just like its predecessor is a

great comic in-itself and suitable adaptation of the novel as well. Based on Ransom Riggs novel,

volume 2 of this series decides to leave the Big Fish meets X-Men like tone and story of the first

volume and instead takes it in a new direction. This time (without spoiling too much) we're treated to

a thriller/chase story across the desolate lands of the world during WWII and mostly involves our

favorite characters from volume 1 surviving. It's a satisfying middle chapter and leaves you on the

traditional cliffhanger. The art/comic translation from Cassandra Jean is fantastic feeling consistent

with what we saw from volume 1 while being slightly more raw and harsh in order to fit the new

setting and tone. The meshing of Riggs novels and Jean's art make for a truly great comic series,

that can be enjoyed even without reading the novels. The only downside is the lack of a sneak peak

for the next volume, which worries me on whether or not we will even get a graphic novel adaptation

of volume 3. It would be an immense shame for them not to finish this trilogy of comics.

the book is awsome and i loved it you really need to read the first one to understand this one but still

a great book. it leaves you at a good ending that wants you to read the next book (a cliff hanger).

buy the book its awsome. im just a kid but still i think this is a great book. if i think trumpet of the

swan was one of the most beautifully writen books EVER than you shoud consider this
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